


KJV Bible Word Studies for STORY



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

chamber 5952 ## `alliyth {al-leeth'}; from 5927; a second-story room: -- {chamber}. Compare 5944. 

destory 8045 ## shamad {shaw-mad'}; a primitive root; to desolate: -- {destory}(-uction), bring to nought, 
overthrow, perish, pluck down, X utterly. 

story 4097 ## midrash {mid-rawsh'}; from 1875; properly, an investigation, i.e. (by implication) a treatise 
or elaborate compilation: -- {story}. 

story 4609 ## ma`alah {mah-al-aw'}; feminine of 4608; elevation, i.e. the act (literally, a journey to a higher 
place, figuratively, a thought arising), or (concretely) the condition (literally, a step or grade-mark, 
figuratively, a superiority of station); specifically a climactic progression (in certain Psalms): -- things that 
come up, (high) degree, deal, go up, stair, step, {story}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

destory 08045 ## shamad {shaw-mad'} ; a primitive root ; to desolate : -- {destory} (- uction) , bring to nought , overthrow , perish , pluck down , X utterly . 

history 08435 ## towl@dah {to-led-aw'} ; or tol@dah {to-led-aw'} ; from 03205 ; (plural only) descent , i . e . family ; (figuratively) {history} : -- birth , generations . 

second-story 05944 ## ` aliyah {al-ee-yaw'} ; feminine from 05927 ; something lofty , i . e . a stair-way ; also a {second-story} room (or even one on the roof) ; figuratively , the sky : -- ascent , (upper) chamber , going up , 
loft , parlour . 

second-story 05952 ## ` alliyth {al-leeth'} ; from 05927 ; a {second-story} room : -- chamber . Compare 05944 . 

story 03326 ## yatsuwa` {yaw-tsoo'- ah} ; passive participle of 03331 ; spread , i . e . a bed ; (architecture) an extension , i . e . wing or lean-to (a single {story} or collectively) : -- bed , chamber , couch . 

story 04097 ## midrash {mid-rawsh'} ; from 01875 ; properly , an investigation , i . e . (by implication) a treatise or elaborate compilation : -- {story} . 

story 04609 ## ma` alah {mah-al-aw'} ; feminine of 04608 ; elevation , i . e . the act (literally , a journey to a higher place , figuratively , a thought arising) , or (concretely) the condition (literally , a step or grade-mark , 
figuratively , a superiority of station) ; specifically a climactic progression (in certain Psalms) : -- things that come up , (high) degree , deal , go up , stair , step , {story} . 

story 07713 ## s@derah {sed-ay-raw'} ; from an unused root meaning to regulate ; a row , i . e . rank (of soldiers) , {story} (of rooms) : -- board , range . 

story 0136 - ainos {ah'-ee-nos}; apparently a prime word; properly, a {story}, but used in the sense of 1868; praise (of God): -- praise. 

story 0508 - anogeon {an-ogue'-eh-on}; from 0507 and 1093; above the ground, i.e. (properly) the second floor of a building; used for a dome or a balcony on the upper {story}: -- upper room. 

story 1351 - dilogos {dil'-og-os}; from 1364 and 3056; equivocal, i.e. telling a different {story}: -- double-tongued. 

story 3026 - leros {lay'-ros}; apparently a primary word; twaddle, i.e. an incredible {story}: -- idle tale. 

story 5152 - tristegon {tris'-teg-on}; neuter of a compound of 5140 and 4721 as noun; a third roof ({story}): -- third loft. 

story 5253 - huperoion {hoop-er-o'-on}; neuter of a derivative of 5228; a higher part of the house, i.e. apartment in the third {story}: -- upper chamber (room). 

third-story 07992 ## sh@liyshiy {shel-ee-shee'} ; ordinal from 07969 ; third ; feminine a third (part) ; by extension , a third (day , year or time) ; specifically , a {third-story} cell) : -- third (part , rank , time) , three (years 
old) . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

destory 8045 -- shamad -- {destory}(-uction), bring to nought, overthrow, perish,pluck down, X utterly.

story 4097 -- midrash -- {story}.

story 4609 -- ma\alah -- things that come up, (high) degree, deal, go up, stair, step,{story}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- story , 4097 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

story 2Ch_13_22 # And the rest of the acts of Abijah, and his ways, and his sayings, [are] written in the 
story of the prophet Iddo.

story 2Ch_24_27 # Now [concerning] his sons, and the greatness of the burdens [laid] upon him, and the 
repairing of the house of God, behold, they [are] written in the story of the book of the kings. And Amaziah 
his son reigned in his stead.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

story of the 2Ch_13_22 # And the rest of the acts of Abijah, and his ways, and his sayings, [are] written in 
the story of the prophet Iddo.

story of the 2Ch_24_27 # Now [concerning] his sons, and the greatness of the burdens [laid] upon him, and 
the repairing of the house of God, behold, they [are] written in the story of the book of the kings. And 
Amaziah his son reigned in his stead.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

story ^ 2Ch_24_27 / story /^of the book of the kings. And Amaziah his son reigned in his stead. 

story ^ 2Ch_13_22 / story /^of the prophet Iddo. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

story 2Ch_13_22 And the rest of the acts of Abijah, and his ways, and his sayings, [are] written in the 
{story} of the prophet Iddo. 

story 2Ch_24_27 Now [concerning] his sons, and the greatness of the burdens [laid] upon him, and the 
repairing of the house of God, behold, they [are] written in the {story} of the book of the kings. And 
Amaziah his son reigned in his stead. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse



eBibleSoftware Engineering
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

story 2Ch_13_22 And the rest (03499 +yether ) of the acts (01697 +dabar ) of Abijah (29) , and his ways (01870 +derek ) , and his sayings (01697 +dabar ) , [ are ] written (03789 +kathab ) in the {story} (04097 +midrash ) 
of the prophet (05030 +nabiy) ) Iddo (05714 +(Iddow ) . 

story 2Ch_24_27 Now [ concerning ] his sons (01121 +ben ) , and the greatness (07230 +rob ) of the burdens (04853 +massa) ) [ laid ] upon him , and the repairing (03247 +y@cowd ) of the house (01004 +bayith ) of God 
(00430 +)elohiym ) , behold (02009 +hinneh ) , they [ are ] written (03789 +kathab ) in the {story} (04097 +midrash ) of the book (05612 +cepher ) of the kings (04428 +melek ) . And Amaziah (00558 +)Amatsyah ) his son 
(01121 +ben ) reigned (04427 +malak ) in his stead (08478 +tachath ) . 
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story , 2CH , 13:22 , 2CH , 24:27 story Interlinear Index Study story 2CH 013 022 And the rest <03499 +yether > 
of the acts <01697 +dabar > of Abijah <29> , and his ways <01870 +derek > , and his sayings <01697 +dabar > , [
are ] written <03789 +kathab > in the {story} <04097 +midrash > of the prophet <05030 +nabiy> > Iddo <05714 
+ . story 2CH 024 027 Now [ concerning ] his sons <01121 +ben > , and the greatness <07230 +rob > of the 
burdens <04853 +massa> > [ laid ] upon him , and the repairing <03247 +y@cowd > of the house <01004 +bayith
> of God <00430 +>elohiym > , behold <02009 +hinneh > , they [ are ] written <03789 +kathab > in the {story} 
<04097 +midrash > of the book <05612 +cepher > of the kings <04428 +melek > . And Amaziah <00558 
+>Amatsyah > his son <01121 +ben > reigned <04427 +malak > in his stead <08478 +tachath > . - story , 4097 , 
story -4097 {story} , destory 8045 -- shamad -- {destory}(-uction), bring to nought, overthrow, perish,pluck 
down, X utterly. story 4097 -- midrash -- {story}. story 4609 -- ma\alah -- things that come up, (high) degree, 
deal, go up, stair, step,{story}. destory 8045 ## shamad {shaw-mad'}; a primitive root; to desolate: -- 
{destory}(-uction), bring to nought, overthrow, perish, pluck down, X utterly.[ql story 4097 ## midrash 
{mid-rawsh'}; from 1875; properly, an investigation, i.e. (by implication) a treatise or elaborate compilation: -- 
{story}.[ql story 4609 ## ma



story , 2CH , 13:22 , 2CH , 24:27









story -4097 {story} ,



destory 8045 -- shamad -- {destory}(-uction), bring to nought, overthrow, perish,pluck down, X utterly. story 
4097 -- midrash -- {story}. story 4609 -- ma\alah -- things that come up, (high) degree, deal, go up, stair, step,
{story}.







destory 8045 ## shamad {shaw-mad'}; a primitive root; to desolate: -- {destory}(-uction), bring to nought, 
overthrow, perish, pluck down, X utterly.[ql story 4097 ## midrash {mid-rawsh'}; from 1875; properly, an 
investigation, i.e. (by implication) a treatise or elaborate compilation: -- {story}.[ql story 4609 ## ma
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story Interlinear Index Study story 2CH 013 022 And the rest <03499 +yether > of the acts <01697 +dabar > of 
Abijah <29> , and his ways <01870 +derek > , and his sayings <01697 +dabar > , [ are ] written <03789 +kathab 
> in the {story} <04097 +midrash > of the prophet <05030 +nabiy> > Iddo <05714 + . story 2CH 024 027 Now [ 
concerning ] his sons <01121 +ben > , and the greatness <07230 +rob > of the burdens <04853 +massa> > [ laid ] 
upon him , and the repairing <03247 +y@cowd > of the house <01004 +bayith > of God <00430 +>elohiym > , 
behold <02009 +hinneh > , they [ are ] written <03789 +kathab > in the {story} <04097 +midrash > of the book 
<05612 +cepher > of the kings <04428 +melek > . And Amaziah <00558 +>Amatsyah > his son <01121 +ben > 
reigned <04427 +malak > in his stead <08478 +tachath > .





story 024 027 IICh /^{story /of the book of the kings . And Amaziah his son reigned in his stead. story 013 022 
IICh /^{story /of the prophet Iddo .





- story , 4097 , 



story <2CH13 -22> And the rest of the acts of Abijah, and his ways, and his sayings, [are] written in the {story} 
of the prophet Iddo. story <2CH24 -27> Now [concerning] his sons, and the greatness of the burdens [laid] upon 
him, and the repairing of the house of God, behold, they [are] written in the {story} of the book of the kings. And 
Amaziah his son reigned in his stead.
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